Sample size calculations for population pharmacodynamic experiments involving repeated dichotomous observations.
Analysis of repeated binary measurements presents a challenge in terms of the correlation between measurements within an individual and a mixed-effects modelling approach has been used for the analysis of such data. Sample size calculation is an important part of clinical trial design and it is often based on the method of analysis. We present a method for calculating the sample size for repeated binary pharmacodynamic measurements based on analysis by mixed-effects modelling and using a logit transformation. Wald test is used for hypothesis testing. The method can be used to calculate the sample size required for detecting parameter differences between subpopulations. Extensions to account for unequal allocation of subjects across groups and unbalanced sampling designs between and within groups were also derived. The proposed method has been assessed via simulation of a linear model and estimation using NONMEM. The results showed good agreement between nominal power and power estimated from the NONMEM simulations. The results also showed that sample size increases with increased variability at a rate that depends on the difference in parameter estimates between groups, and designs that involve sampling based on an optimal design can help to reduce cost.